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S.A.Kozlov, N.I.Pakhomov, L.A.Shspovslova, A.L.Ysn-
ohukovsky (Siberian Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism,
Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of
Sciences, Irkutsk 33, P.O.Box 4, USSR)
ABSTRACT. The Sayan cosmic ray(CR) spectrograph recor-
ded an__are that occurred on 16 Pebruary 1984. We pre-
sent date from both l-hour and 10-minute duration measure-
ments in 10 channels with different energy sensitivity (of
neutron monitors HM-64locatedat different depthsin the
atmosphere, end of a neutron, multiple neutron and rigid mu-
meson component lead-less detector). The parameters of the
SCR variation spectrum are evaluated end it is shown that
the recording of multiple neutrons at the same geographic
point and st the same level in the atmosphere provides infor-
mation similar to that from s spectrographic complex of ins-
trumente.
INTRODUCTION. The Sayan CR spectrograph /I/ is designed
to pr0vide data on the CR variations in different portions
of the primary spectrum. This is achieved through: recording
two components of secondary cosmic radiation (nucleon and
much), spsclng the detectors in the depth of the atmosphere
and the different geometry of neutron detectors. The CR geo-
magnetic out-off rigidity et the site where the_detectors
are located is 3.9 GV.
A complex treatment of spectrographic memsuremehts ma-
kes it possible to separate the CR variations into the compo-
nents of interplanetary, msgnetospheric and atmospheric ori-
in and to determine the parameters of 8 primary spectrum
_I /I), the vsrlstions of geomagnetic cut-off rigidity
( _ F ) and the variations of atmospheric temperature (_)/2/°
Since 1983 the spectrograph incorporates the 6B]_-64-
selector instrument that provides multiple neutron records
according to two discrimination criteria " _ m " and
" = m" ( m - neutron multiplicity) /3/.
RESULTS O_ THE RECORDING OP THE SOR FLARE. In _ebrusry
1984, there occurred an SCR flare that was recorded by all
the detectors of the complex.
The CR intensity increase according to flve-minute mea-
surements lastedfor the first10 minutes10:O0UT on 16 Pe-
brusry 1984 end almost immediately afterwards there was the
onset of s decrease which, within 25 minutes, reached I/2
its maximumvalue,
Table I summarizes the results of measurements of SCR
flare smplitudes.
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ABSTRACT. The Sayan cosmic ray (CR) spectrograph recor-
ded an SCR flare that occurred on 16 February 1984. We pre-
sent data from both 1-hour and 10-minute duration measure-
ments in 10 channels with different energy sensitivity (of 
neutron monitors HM-64 located at different depths in the 
atmosph re, and of a neutron, multiple neutron and rigid mu-
meson compo ent lead-le s detector). The param ters of the 
SCR variation spectrum are evaluated and it is shown that 
the recording of multiple neutrons at the same geographic 
point and at the same level in the atmosphere provides infor-
mation similar to that from a speotrographic complex of ins-
truments. 
INTRODUCTION. The Sayan CR spectrograph /1/ is designed 
to provide data on the CR variations in different portions 
of the primary spectrum. This is achieved through: re ording 
two components of secondary cosmio radiation (nucleon and 
muon), spaoing the detectors in the depth of the atmosphere 
and the different geometry of neutron detectors. The CR geo-
magnetio cut-off rigidity at the site wh re th~detectors 
are located is ).9 GV. 
A complex treatment of spectrographio measurements ma-
kes it possible to separate the CR variations into the oompo-
nents of interplanetary, magnetospheric and atmospheric ori-
Sin and to determine the param ters of a primary epectrum 
( o.J) /.1J ), the variations of geomagnetic cut-off rigidity 
( A r) and the variations of atmospherio temperature (., ~t; ) 
/2/. 
Since 1983 the spectrograph incorporates the 6HM-64-
selector instrument that provides multiple neutron records 
according to two discrimination criteria "- ~ m " and 
" = m" ( m - neutron mul tiplici ty) /3/. 
RESULTS OF THE RECORDING OF THE SCR FLARE. In February 
1984, there occurred an SOR flare that was recorded by all 
the deteotors of the complex. 
The OR intensity increase aocording to five-minute mea-
surements lasted for the first 10 minutes 10:00 UT on 16 Fe-
bruary 1984 and almost i mediately afterwards there was the 
onset of a decrease which, within 25 minutes, reached 1/2 
its maximum value. 
Table 1 su marizes the results of measurements of SCR 
flare amplitudes. 
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In order to intercompsre the values of th_ amplitudes
recorded, these are also plotted in Pig. I. Straight line
"A" indicates the values of flare amplitudes with five-minu-
te intervals of averaging. These are recorded data on the
neutron component obtained by three detectors HM-64 located
st 3000, 2000°and 435 m sbove sea level and results of mea-
surements of multiple neutrons at 3000 m according to the
discriminstion criterion of m _ I and m _ 2. TBe values
of amplitudes for one-hour intervals of the neutron compo-
nent measurements as recorded by the lead-less detector and
HM-64 instruments st different depths of the atmosphere, the
values of multiple neutrons according to the discrimination
criteria of m _ I, m _ 2, m = I, m = 2, and m = 3 and
of tbe values of the rigid mu-mesou component are indicated
on straight llne "B". Table I
Instrument :Height above: Flsre amplitude (in %) at diffe-
(component):sea level of: rent times of data svers_in_
:detector, m : 5 minutes :10 minutes: I hour
t ii , ! i l t i i , m t
Lead-less 3000 - - 3•3+_O.2detector
6HM-64 3000 5.2_+0.4 4.8_+0.3 2.6+0.1
12H_-64 2000 4.7+0.4 4.5+0.3 2.4+0.1
18HM-64 435 4°0+_0.5 4.O+0.4 2.2+_0.2
Rigid 435 - - 0.0+0.2
mu-meson
6H_-64 3000 - - 2.6+_0.1
m _ 1 3000 5.0+0.4 4.8+-0.3 2.5+0.1
m _ 2 3000 4.6+I.0 4.6+0.7 2.2+0.3
m = I 3000 - - 2.6+-0.I
m = 2 3000 - - 2.5+--0.3
m = 3 3000 - - Io5+_0.8
L t I t t L ] I i, , i i t J i .i i
Pig. I, Dependence of the recorded
amplitudes of the SCR flare for five-
.i/;.,. ,. minute (A) and one-hour (B) data of
,_ aversgings.- - flare amplitude in the
, \ neutron component, ss recorded by stan-\\A
o, dard instruments st different depths
J \\ \
\ in the atmosphere: I - 3000 m, 2 - 2000
"II \
z "'-_ \ m, 3 - 435 m; o- amplitude in the neu-\ \
•_ \ tron component, ss recorded by the lesd-
'_ "\\\\ less detector; • - amplitude in the
\'\ total count rate of neutrons, as measu-0 L _-\+
_z,, _'oMpo_,,_red by the instrument 6HM-64-selector;
flare amplitudes in multiple neutrons:
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I  order t  i t pare t e values f t e a plitudes 
recorded, these are also plotted in Fig. 1. Straight line 
" " i dicates t e alues of fl r  a plitudes ith fi - inu-
t  i t rvals of averaging. hese are rec r ed ata on t e 
neutron co ponent obtained by three detectors HM-64 located 
at )000, 2000' and 4)5 m above sea level and results of mea-
s re ents f ultiple neutrons t )   according t  t  
iscri ination rit ri n f ;a 1 and  ~ . fie alues 
of a plitudes for one-hour intervals of the neutron co po-
ent easurements s r orded  t  l d-less etector a  
M-64 i str ents at iff rent epths f t  t osphere, t  
values f ultiple eutr ns according t  t e is ri ination 
rit ria f  ;;!: 1,  ~ 2,   1,   2, and   ) and 
f tbe al es f the ri i  u- eson co ponent are i icated 
on straight line "B". 
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i  th  t s here: 1 - )0  ,  -  
, ) - 4)5 ; 0 - a plit e in the e -
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le  t r; • - pli  in the 
t t l t r t  f tr s,  eas -
red by the instrument 6 -64-selector; 
flar  plit s in ulti l  tr s: 
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• - m _ I,@- m_ 2, @- m = I, m- m = 2, 4- m = 3; @ - fla-
re amplitude, as measured in the rigid mu-meson component).
EVALUATION OF PRIMARY SPECTRUM PARAMETERS DURING THE
FLARE. The analysis of the ratio of incresse amplitudes ave-
raged over a one-hour interval to those recorded by different
detectors of the complex reveals that the energy spectrum of
the variations for particles incident on the atmospheric
boundary over Irkutsk cannot be represented by a simple expo-
nential function. Thus, from the ratio of the amplitudes re-
corded by the neutron exponent of the exponential spectrum
must be _ 0.35 while for detectors 6HM-64 (3000 m) and
18HM-64 (435 m), # _ 0.7. With such vslues of # , the ef-
fect of CR intensity increase was to be observed in the ri-
id mu-meson component. HoWever, no such effect was recorded.
t is interesting to note that accordlng to the ratio of the
amplitudes in 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 18H_64 (435 m) averaged
over the flve-minute interval for a maximum SCR flux, the
exponent of the spectrum was found to be _ 1.7.
The observed peculiarities of the variation spectrum
seem to be due to a significant anisotropy of the SCR flux
density. In this case, because the particles of various ener-
ies have different asymptotic directions, the energy spec-
ra of the particles arriving at the boundary of the atmos-
phere will depend on the location of the recording point, on
local time and on SCR anisot_opy characteristics. Within
these considerstions it is possible to explain both the ano-
malies in the spectrum of particles at some or another point
of the Earth's surface and their dependence on the time in-
terval of data averaging (on sccount of the snisotropy dyne-
mios ).
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 0P THE _EASURE_ENTS PROM THE SAYAN
SPECTROGRAPH AND THE INSTRUMENT 6HM-64-SELECTOR. The instru-
ment 6HM-64-selector is designed to record multiple neutrons
of up to m m 6 and m = 6.
An increase in CR intensity in the channels recording
multiple neutrons during the flare was observed up to m = 3
(channel m _ 3 was not operative during this period).
A comparison of the amplitudes recorded during _the_flare by the Sayan spectrograph and the instrument 6HM 64
selector reveals that the amplitude measured by a standard
neutron monitor 18 HM-64 at 435 m is equal to the value of
the intensity increase of secondary multiplicity neutrons as
measured b_ the instrument 6HM-64-selector at 3000 m (m m 2,
see Pig. I). Temporal profiles of these components are also
quite similar (see Pig. 2).
Per the recording of third-multiplicity neutrons, the
amplitude value is 1.5 % which is significantly smaller than
that measured by a standard neutron monitor ( _ U/U = 2.6%).
This indicates s shift of the energy sensitivity of chan-
nel "m = 3" towards the region of larger energies of primsry
particles.
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• - m ~ 1,. - m;a!= 2, .. - m = 1,. - m = 2, • - m = 3; ... - fla-
re amplitude, as measured in the r gid mu-meson component). 
EVALUATION OF PRIMARY SPECTRUM P RAMETERS DURING THE 
FLARE. The nalysis of the ratio of increase amplitudes ave-
raged over a one-hour interval to those recor ed by diff rent 
d tectors of the complex r veals tha  the nergy spectrum of 
the variations for particles incident on the atmospheric 
boundary over Irkutsk cannot be repr sented by a simple expo-
ential function. Thus, from the ratio of the amplitudes re-
cor ed by the neutron expo ent of the exponential spectrum 
1 must be - 0.35 while for d tectors 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 
18HM-64 (435 m), ~ ~ 0 7. With such values of ~ , the ef-
fect of CR intensity increase was to be observed in the ri-
gid mu-meson component. However, no such effect was recor ed. 
It is int resting to note that according to the ratio of the 
amplitudes in 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 18HM64 (435 m) averaged 
over the five-minute interval for a maxi um SCR flux, the 
expo ent of the spectrum was found to be - 1 7. 
The observed peculiarities of the variation spectrum 
seem to be due to a significant anisotropy of the SCR flux 
density. In this case, because the particles of various ner-
gies have diff rent asymptotic directions, the energy spec-
tra of the particles arr ving a  the boundary of the atmos-
ph re will d pend on the location of the recording point, on 
local time and on SCR anisotropy character stics. W thin 
th se considerations it is possible to explain both the ano-
malies in the spectrum of particles at some or another point 
of the Earthts surface and their d pendence on the time in-
terval of d ta averaging (on account of the anisotropy dyna-
mics). 
COMP RATIVE NALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENTS FROM THE S YAN 
SPECTROGRAPH AND THE INSTRUMENT 6HM-64-S LECTOR. The instru-
ment 6HM-64-eelector is deSigned to record multiple neutrons 
of up to  ;at. 6 and m = 6. 
An increase in CR intensity in the channels recording 
multiple neutrons during the flare was observed up to m = 3 (channel m ~ 3 w~s not operative during this period). 
A comparison of the amplitudes recorded during the 
flare by the S yan spectrograph and the instrument 6HM-64-
s lecto  r veals tha  the amplitude measured by a standard 
neutron monitor 18 HM-64 at 435 m is equal to the value of 
the intensity increase of secondary mult plicity neutrons as 
measured by the instrument 6HM-64-selector at 3 00 m (  ~ 2, 
see Fig. 1). Temporal profiles of th se components are also 
quite s milar (see Fig. 2). 
For the recording of third-mult plicity neutrons, the 
amplitude value is 1.5 % which i  Significantly smaller than 
that measured by a standard neutron monitor (A:7/[7 = 2.6%). 
This indicate  a shift of the nergy sensitivity of chan-
nel um = .3" towards the region of larger nergies of primary 
particles. 
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CONCLUSIONS. The SCR flare of 16 February 1984 showed
e significant CR anlsotropy which makes it difficult to re-
present the primary CR varimtion spectrum using a simple
exponential function.
The SCR amplitude as measured at 3000 m and by recording
multiple neutrons according to the discrimination criteria
of m _ 1,m_ 2, m = I, and m = 2, correspond to those recor-
ded by standard neutron monitors at 3000, 2000 and 435 m.
The energy sensitivity of third-multlplicity neutrons
(as compared with measurements of the neutron component
by etmnaard detectors HM-64) is shifted towards the region
of larger energies of primary CR.
The recording of multiple neutrons at 3000 m provides
information about CR variations similar to that from the
Sayan OR spectrograph.
Fig.2. Results of recording the 16 Feb-
ruary 1984 SCR flare from five-minute
I2z duration measurements with the Sayan
' spectrograph and the instrument 61_-64-
_ selector. 1, 2, 3- neutron component•=I I as measured by standard neutr n monl-
tore at 3000, 2000 and 435 m, respecti-
vely; m @ - multiple neutrons as mea-i sured st 3000 m according to the dis
_ I crimlnation criterion of m _ 1 and m_2,
__ _ errors
_[' respectively (measurement are_ shown at rlght).
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NCLUSIONS. he  l r  f  ebruary 84 ed 
a significant CR anisotropy which makes it difficult to re-
present the primary CR variation spectrum using a simple 
exponential function. 
The SCR a plitude as easured at 3000  and by recording 
ultiple neutrons according to the discri ination criteria 
f  :;t 1 ,  .. 2,   1, and  = 2, c rres nd t  t se reoor-
ded by standard neutron onitors at 3000, 2000 and 435 m. 
he energy sensitivity of third- ultiplicity neutrons 
(as co pared ith measureme~ts of the neutron co ponent by standard detectors M-b4J is shifted to ards the region 
of larger energies of pri ary . 
The recording of ultiple neutrons at 3000  provides 
i f r ation ut  ari ti s i ilar t  t t fr  t  
Sayan CR spectrograph. 
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i . . esults f rec r i g t e 16 eb-
ruary 1984 S  flare fro  five- inute 
rati n easure ents it    
spectrograph and the instru ent 6HM-64-
selector. 1, 2, 3 - neutron component 
as measured by standard neutron moni-
s t 0,    , ecti-
vely; _. - multiple neutrons as mea-
 at   r i g  t  i -
crimination criterion of m;a 1 and m:;t2, 
respectively (measurement errors are 
shown at right). 
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